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Abstract

This is the story of a forty-three year old gay white male living in Charleston, West Virginia,
born and raised in Fayette County, West Virginia. Main topics discussed deal with experimental sex
with other males starting in early adolescence, a description of the disco era of the seventies in
southern West Virginia, and his experiences living in other cities such as Cleveland and Boston. The
narration follows the chronology of his life from elementary school through present

Analysis Paper on Oral History
Interview with: Brad Witt
Done by: Bill Jeffries

This interview was undertaken with a forty-three year old white male living in Charleston,
West Virginia. He grew up in a small town in Fayette County, West Virginia and attended school
from elementary through high school there. He notes no instance of being ostracized by other
teachers, relatives, or school mates because he was gay. He sees himself as popular because his family
was well-liked and he had a car in high school.
He recounts some sexual experiences with other boys throughout adolescence. He never
attempted to date women or have sex with them until much later. He states that he can appreciate the
way women look, but generally is not sexually attracted to them. He is still in contact with some of
these male sexual partners from adolescence even to this day, although he states that some of them
do not associate with him now.
His stand point is of a white, gay man that had experimented heavily with drugs, alcohol, and
sex. He eventually discovered that he was an alcoholic and has been in recovery for almost four years
now. He looks back on his life with a mixed reaction. On one hand he relishes the freedom and
ecstasy that his former lifestyle gave him. But he paid a price by becoming an alcoholic and by now
finding himself alone and unsure where he fits in the gay culture.
There is a recurrent theme of distrust and distaste in his remarks concerning the gay
community. He sees femininity in men as a weakness, almost a threat and points out that all gay men
want is "a good time" . His stand point is a gay man that wants to settle down into a firmer, more
lasting relationship but also doubts that this is possible. His point of view is almost functionalist in

that he is further stratifying gay men into segments (those that are masculine and those that are not).

In one instance, he says that if a feminine man (one that wants to and does wear dresses) "if he has
a hormone problem, he should get it fixed". Therefore, he sees himself as above that lifestyle. There
are smaller social control groups within the larger control group. This is especially so in the gay
community. Brad mirrors this by feeling so out of touch with others in the gay community (ies). He
feels that he doesn't have much power so he grasps on any perception of a "weaker" group to justify
his own identity. People have been doing this with Appalachia as a whole for many years.

In narrowing down his experiences of possibly encountering stereotyping of Appalachians
from out-siders, he offers an interesting reaction. He says that wherever he went: Cleveland, Boston,
or Florida, he encountered the same slurs concerning the region. These included lack of shoes,
education, sophistication, and so forth. He felt that these people really believed these slurs in the
seventies and eighties and he simply let them believe what they wanted and played along with them.
He stated that he had a firm identity about himself and what was real and didn't feel like he had to
justify himself Yet, on the other hand, he stated that he wanted out of West Virginia at that time. He
was a man caught between two worlds and found himself constantly moving back and forth in and
out of the mountains. He made the statement that when he was very young he never thought there
would be gay people in West Virginia, that one would have to go to Cleveland ofNew York to be
around people like this. He talks about a firm connection with his grandmother, but also this craving
to be the center of the party and "away" from the restrictions of Appalachian culture.
His reference group after high school tended to be his bar/club friends at the time when he
lived out of state and his family when he was in the state. After being in recovery for some years, that
has changed although he states that he seeks promiscuous sex at rest areas and book stores on
occasion. He does make the indication that this is seen as a temporary condition until a more steady
partner would present themselves, yet this is exactly what he abhors about gay people. It is a

contradiction that he hasn't worked out in himself
Brad offers himself as a religious man and this may explain some of the contradiction that he
feels. On the one hand he tries to conform to the dictates of his religion which are anti-gay and on the
other hand he has these natural attractions and personality formations to men and the gay culture.
Maybe this is yet another facet of how he moved back and forth between "the external city" and the
mountains.
He offers a colorful story of mafia involvements, if free sex and abandon .... yet at forty-three,
he admonishes younger gay men to be more grounded and responsible. Brad had very few positive
gay role models, so too, these younger gay men know look to his generation for role models. The
question is whether the gay movement has expanded and matured enough in order to promote this
mentor exchange.

Transcription

Tape #1
Subject: Oral History of Appalachian Residents

An Oral Interview With: Brad Witt
Conducted By: Bill Jeffries

Date of Interview: June 25, 1999
Location: Charleston, West Virginia
Transcriptionist: Bill Jeffries

Interview Commencement Time: 9:00 p.m., June 25, 1999

Bill Jeffries: [It] is June 25, 1999, at approximately nine p.m. on the West Side of
Charleston and this interview is with Brad Witt [in fulfillment] of a Appalachian Ethnicity
class and the tape .... Brad, I just want to make sure you understand that the tape will be
housed at the Marshall University archives as past of the Oral History Project.

Brad Witt: I do understand.
BJ: Let's strut first of all with some basic infonnation. First of all where were you born and

when?
BW: I was bo1n in Oak Hill, West Virginia in 1956.
BJ: And how old are you now?
BW: forty-tlu-ee
BJ: And where did you go to elementruy school?
BW: Fayetteville Elementruy, Fayetteville, West Virginia

BJ: Did you go there the whole time?
BW: For six years
BJ: For six years [in a confirming voice]. What was it like going to school there?
BW: Eve1ybody knew everybody.

BJ: Was that a problem?
BW: No .. .it was like Maybeny [said with a smile].

BJ: Did everyone ... did everyone get along? Did you get along with everyone else?
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BW: Uh .... 1ight then was when integration came in and there was problems with the blacks
BW: and the whites but as far as elementary there wasn't.uh ..some of my friends were black
so I had no problem personally with it.

BJ: But others did?
BW: Not until the high school. .. you know that age group; there was fights and knifings and
different things and say around '65, something like that.

BJ: Where there any other s011 problems? Did you always feel like you fit in .. uh .. with the
other kids? Did you ever feel different for any reason?

BW: No ... well, family well-liked; I suppose that I was well-liked. Everybody knew
eve1ybody, you know.

BJ: So moving into Junior High then, was that the same case? What was that like?
BW: Yeah, it was a little different.but uh ..it is just a growing pa11 of life. I mean, in grade
school you have one teacher for the whole year; each year is a different teacher but for the
whole year you had one teacher and in junior high school you had a teacher for each
pa1ticular class. That was basically the only difference.

BJ: Did you feel, going into pube1ty, as people were discovering their own sexuality ... did
you feel that you had things in common with other people ... um ... that you were growing up
with at that age?
B\V: I...knew that I liked men at an early age, what age I don't know, way before ten. I was

was always interested in women but I'd rather be around women than men. I was always
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B\V: knew that from an early age.
BJ: As far as conversation and friendship ...
BW: Right.
BJ: 0 .K. But how did you rationalize that in yourself. So did it just happen to you one day
that you like men? Did you ever fantasize about being with women before then, or? ... how
did that happen?
BW: Never. No, I fantasized with men. I mean, like I said I was interested in a female's body
but as far as sexual arousement, no.
BJ: And how did that feel to you at that junior high level when you first starting realizing
that, were dealing with puberty and things dealing with puberty ...
BW: It began before seventh grade [laugh]. I mean ....
BJ: Oh, it did .....
BW: Yeah .... relationships in the barn kinda thing
BJ: So you had sexual experiences around that time.
BW: Right
BJ: How did those happen, just make an example or two?
B\V: I don't know ...just curiosity. How big is yours, that kinda thing. Show me.
BJ: How did you feel about those afterwards?
BW: Aroused ...
BJ: Still aroused even afte1wards? ...
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BW: Right...
BJ: No guilt or remorse or anything like that? ....
BW: No, I never saw it as being wrong. It just felt right...
BJ: And how many do you think there were ... this period, this junior high. Just a rough
estimate.

BW: When I stared in the seventh grade, I got a crush on a guy that was ve1y popular, played
football and was active in different things. I had a likening for him and I made sure were
friends with him. We remain friends to this day. He's manied but...

BJ: So this relationship was ongoing for quite some time.
BW: For twenty some years now ....
BJ: Do you think ...! am just curious ... do you think that most of these guys that you fooled
around with gay or were they experimenting?

BW: Experimenting. You know ... uh. If you want to go as far to say that if they couldn't get
a girl they could always find some guy .... to relieve themselves.

BJ: How do you think they felt after it was over? Each time ....
BW: They were guilty [said adamantly].
BJ: Really? Did they express this to you?
BW: Sometimes, depending on who it was [said laughing].
BJ: Did they ever tum on you later ... um .. or shun you or do anything to make you feel
awkward about yourself after it was over?
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BW: Not until after high school, when I came out more ... it made it more openly known.
People would come to me and then later on it would be didn't know you kinda thing for a
while and then it'd smooth out.

BJ: So when was your first love?
BW: um ... probably seventh grade. If I could have had a "steady" he would have probably
been it and as far as I was concerned - we didn't have sex often or anything like that - but
being around him was enough.

BJ: What did that feel like? Can you explain it?
BW: It felt like a love. I think it would feel just like a man and a woman, you know,
whatever. Infatuation more than anything. But once you had it most of the infatuation is over
with. It wasn't. .. .I was still interested and am still interested, although he is not that well
equipped, but it just something about him that turns me one, you know.

BJ: So something other physical..it grew into something other merely physical then?
BW: Very good friends ...
BJ: And this is someone that is maffied now you say?
BW: uh-huh
BJ: So getting into high school. .. so did the encounters continue into high school?
BW: Sure
BJ: With different people?
BW: But I wasn't brazen or anything. I mean it was ve1y discrete. I was that smart, you
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BW: know, to preserve my reputation if nothing else for my family's sake.
BJ: Were you out to anyone at that point?
BW: Not really, except for the people that I was with, which was very limited at that time.
I mean through grade school to graduation we are only talking three or four guys in that
many years. It wasn't until after high school that they started rolling by ...

BJ: Did you ... did you date women at all during this time?
BW: The only dates that I had were for the prom, junior and senior year of high school.
BJ: And this was a friend of yours?
BW: They were friends, not love interests or anything else ...
BJ: Were you ever questioned by your family or anyone Iese for not dating women?
BW: My Grandmother knew that before I graduated that I basically had no interest in
women. I liked spending time with them, but as far as having a relationship ... she knew it.
Whether my mother knew it and just didn't acknowledge it, didn't want to acknowledge it,
whatever. It was never brought up between my mother and father.

BJ: What were the opinions surrounding you growing up, up to high school concerning
homosexuality and being gay? What were the messages being sent to you?

BW: It was wrong. It was not to be done. I mean, we live in the Bible Belt here, you know.
You're .. .ifyou read the Bible .. .it talks about bad about it, but in those days they were tiying
to populate the world and they acted as if they were whores, prostitutes what you say. I
believe all that is wrong ....
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BJ: You believe what other people say are wrong or.. ..
BW: I believe the way some gay people act is wrong.
BJ: What's an example of that?
BW: Doing as many men as you can ... staying at the bar because that is where the gay people

hang out, at the bar. I don't know, it is a sinful way of living at most occasions.
BJ: So you have some existing beliefs that conflict with that kind of lifestyle .. .for you ...
BW: Right. I'm not the atypical gay person, I suppose ...
BJ: Were you religious growing up?
BW: Yes
BJ: Are you, do you still consider yourself religious?
BW: Oh yes, I go to church every Sunday.
BJ: What denomination?
BW: Methodist now. I grew up Presbyterian and then from the time I was twelve I moved

in with my Grandmother and we went to a Baptist church ...
BJ: Do you think these reactions to being gay would be different in an outside area as

opposed to what it was like here?
BW: The only thing I canjudge it by is where I've lived the most, other than West Virginia

is Florida and there's as much Southern Baptist there as here. And you get the beach
lifestyle, it's accepted there. But as far as the whole of most Florida, it is people that have
migrated from Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia and Virginia so you are getting the same
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BW: mentality there.
BJ: When you say "beach lifestyle" what does that mean?
BW: Some people say that when you move to Florida it is not.. .. where you live but a

lifestyle. The only place I find that is a beach community or any coastal city in Florida that
there is a beach community that's like the old beach-comber kinda person. They don't care
what they look like. They go in shorts, tee-shuts, sandals, and you that is surfing, boating and
skying, and fishing is their life .... most of them's occupation in some way ... a restaurant or
whatever. There is something by the water. There's drngs, alcohol, there's promiscuous sex
and a totally different lifestyle definitely than West Virginia.
BJ: Let's go back to high school. Once you graduated, what happened after graduation in

your life?
BW: I started to work. ... took up, basically wanted to take up the same occupation as my

father but I didn't want to work for him so I went to work for Montgomery Ward selling
carpet.
BJ: Where was this?
BW: In Beckley, West Virginia. And after that, the man that owned the company that my

father worked for asked me ifl wanted to come and work for him ... so to keep peace, I went
to work for him, which was a mistake, because I didn't like it from the get-go.
BJ: Why didn't you like it?
B\V: Working for my father. He was the main boss ... ! had a manger over me but he BW:
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answered to my father. So I was put upon more than your average employee. That might
sound weird but..... you hear it in a lot of cases where you work for your family that you are
expected to do than others ...
BJ: What was your relationship to your father?
BW: Ve1y close.
BJ: Ve1y close?
BW: I mean we .. .I went to work with him on Saturday momings from the time that I was a
little kid to he quit. .. he was a traveling salesman at that time. And on Saturdays he's go to
work. I'd go to work with him and he was home eve1y evening. We took a two-week
vacation eveiy year. We got to do whatever we wanted to do. They just picked the location.
But money was never an object on the vacation for the whole two weeks. Anything we
wanted we got. .. we went and saw eve1ything that was possibly to see in the time allotted or
whatever. And usually each year it was a different place. When I was six or seven I was in
New York City .... we went to Cleveland ... people think that's not a place to vacation but there
was a lot to do there. Florida, when I was probably no more than ten for the first time. I
remember a lot of no streets, there was a lot of sand. U.S. 1 was mainly the only street that
was paved. A lot of memories from vacations when I was a child ...
BJ: What was the area like that you were living in, around that graduation time?
BW: From high school?
BJ: Yeah .. Oak Hill, Fayetteville. What was it like?

BW: As far as? ..... .

BJ: Any impression ... the way the buildings were, the way the people, the way they dressed.
What were the fads of the time?
BW: Polyester was the fad of the time, bell-bottoms, hip huggers, platfo1m shoes ...
BJ: We're talking the seventies ... .
BW: Yeah .. .I graduated in '75 .. .

BJ: What was your favorite music or group during that time?
BW: I wasn't really a fan of any one. I liked a lot of music back then. What you would

classify top fmty kinda thing was I mean what my mother listened to, that's ... we didn't listen
to countiy; we didn't listen to gospel. Easy listening, we listened to top f01ty in the car, at
home, whatever. My mom was pretty hip and of course she was still pretty young at the time
too. I don't know .. .just love, peace, and groove would be a good way to explain it.
Everybody was happy and we didn't let things woITy you. Nobody around West Virginia
especially - I can't say anywhere else in the United States - you weren't in a huny to do
anything. Down with the establishment was still rnling, a lot of pot smoking ...

BJ: I was gonna ask, were you also experimenting with drngs at the same time you were
experimenting with sex also?
BW: I started smokjng pot I guess when I was seventeen, and drinking about the same time,

smoking cigarettes. I had the car after I sixteen; I had a car at my disposal. I got a car for my
sixteenth bi11hday ... got another one for graduation but I used my mom's in between those
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BW: two vehicles .... so I always had a vehicle at my disposal so I was a [stress placed here

on a] popular person.

BJ: Oh really?
BW: Yeah

BJ: Do you feel only because you had the car or for other reasons?
BW: That has a lot to do with it. I mean, the ones that had the cars were the most popular.

They had to gather up all the people to get with all the other people that had cars.

BJ: Where did you go to all this activities. Were there certain areas?
BW: You mean to have sex?

BJ: And the drugs and alcohol too ...
BW: Well, you see New River Gorge, which is a park now used to just be a naITow road that

few people traveled; there weren't tourists a that point. There was no bridge. The bridge was
built during high school years. But still no trnffic, so we'd go underneath the bridge. Cars
would gather, people would gather smoking pot, drinking wine, drinking beer. Wasn't a
whole lot of sex unless you were dating somebody. We weren't free love kinda thing as early
sixties kinda thing. It'd already grown past that. .. free love. Of course, there's horny people ...

BJ: Did anyone ever get hurt being high and inebriated driving on those roads at night?
BW: No, I mean we had an accident were four people were in a car during lunch time and

wrecked and all four went to the hospital. But nobody got major injured. That was smoking
pot too, at least I don't know what else they may have been doing. I know that much for sure.
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BW: But I mean you know it could have happened without smoking pot, possibly too. I
wouldn't want to say that was the cause of it.
BJ: Let's move to another topic. Where and when was your first experience being in a gay
club or bar or anything like that?
BW: We11, at the time it was legal to drink at eighteen. At eighteen, at seventeen I started
going to a bar or a gay bar, a straight bar. My first gay bar was probably not until I was
probably around twenty-one. I grew up coming to Charleston once a week with my mother.
But I didn't know any gay people so I didn't know where any of the gay bars were. I thought
you'd have to go somewhere way off, you know, a major city Cleveland, New York of
course, I knew there'd be gay bars there. First experience of being around multiple gay
people was in P-Town, which is Province town, Rhode Island, I mean Massachusetts, excuse
me.
BJ: When was that?
BW: Probably around twelve because it was still the hippy kinda thing there ...
BJ: You went on vacation there or something?
BW: Right. So, I mean when you see a bunch of gay people floating around the streets, even
my mother and father made comments. That's what called my attention to it. I really
wouldn't have even noticed it at the time. I would have thought they were more like me than
most people [said laughing].
BJ: What were your reactions to seeing those gay people and having your parents point them
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BJ: out to you?
BW: It was a joke. I've never been the limp-wrist kinda person anyway. I don't know

why ... but that's just, I don't feel like that's part of my personality. I still today, if I see
somebody that's prissy, I chuckle.
BJ: What's funny about? Do you an impression? Why is that?

BW: They wish they were woman. That's the first thing that pops into my mind ...is SHE.

You don't even look at her as a MAN ... it's a woman in a man's clothing [said with
contempt].
BJ: Do you think someone can be gay and not have those attributes?
BW: Most defmitely. I mean, I have feminine trnits but I don't see myself as a flaming queen

either. I don't own a dress, I've never wanted one. I don't understand what it is that people
do think they want to wear dresses. Yeah you might have too many hormones, well, get it
fixed ... that's the way I see it.
BJ: Getting back to the gay part. So what, where was your first experience at a gay bar?
BW: In Charleston, West Virginia
BJ: And what was that like? Can you remember what it felt like to first walk through that

front door?
BW: Party hardy. It was in disco days. So everybody was dressed nice, had their done.

We're talking men weaiing hair spray of course. It wasn't the dippety-doo thing then it was
hair spray. Shag hair cuts, polyester...men looked good. Most of them had on a blazer, a vest
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BW: at least... people dressed.

BJ: What was this place called again?
BW: The Grand Palace
BJ: Were you nervous? This is your first experience in a gay bar...
BW: I'd say more excited than nervous ...
BJ: Did you go by yourself or with someone else?
BW: With someone else.
BJ: A friend or ...
BW: Yeah
BJ: So you go in and you're real excited, what happens next?
BW: I can't say it's the first time, but my first, if you were to ask me what my first
recollection of anything happening there was sex in the bar, in the open. It's not just me other
people too ...

BJ: Is this in the dance floor or a back area of the club or...
BW: Standing at the bar ... there was couches, bathrooms, parking lot.
BJ: So did you go there often after that?
BW: No. Maybe once every two months.
BJ: Was there a reason for that?
BW: I didn't mean, that's not where 1...1 was in to disco dancing, yeah, but men don't know
how to dance. Most of them don't. I found female dance partners that I liked to go dancing
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BW: with. I had my certain ones that I'd pull on the dance floor.
BJ: They wouldn't go to the gay club with you?
BW: No, that wasn't even discussed. I did it in secret. I didn't tell anyone where I went
except for the one person that I grew up with that went there ...
BJ: So you were still living in Fayetteville at the time and shuttle back and forth when you
would .. to Charleston ...
BW: Right... Well, yeah to the gay bars of course, but my bars included Fayetteville, Oak
Hill, Beckley, Charleston.
BJ: So it was a mixture of straight and gay ...
BW: Mainly straight. ...
BJ: How'd it feel blending those worlds like that? Did you feel like you became different
people?
BW: Uh yeah, I did let my hair down when I went to the gay bars of course. I was like being
on a really good high. Of course, I WAS high. But this would fit you .. .I don't know what
XTC [refeITing to a cuITent recreational drug] but is how I'd describe it, ecstasy, being on
top of the world when you're there and you are dancing and people are snuggling you and
whatever .. .
BJ: At that point were you experimenting with any other drugs besides marijuana and
alcohol at that point?
BW: I did acid quite often .... never any cocaine until in my twenties, mid-twenties. All I
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BW: cared about was smoking a joint and having something to d1ink and that started at
seventeen and I drank almost daily.

BJ: Did you develop any crushes or relationships with anyone during this period?
BW: Still the guy from seventh grade.
BJ: Was he the one accompanying you to the club?
BW: Oh no .. .it was another kid that went to prep schools and stuff. He didn't really grow
up wit us per se; he didn't go to school with us. I guess that is where he had his sexual
encounter for the first time. He did it before he went to prep school. I'm sure he was very
open in prep school. So I mean that for a fact that it was known that this particular person
was gay at an early age. So, not many people associated with him ...

BJ: Why do you think that? Oh! Because he was ...
BW: They KNEW he was .. .I mean his parents knew it and they told their friends which
would be my family ... how wonied they were about him because he was gay and ...

BJ: How did you feel about that? Did you want to distance yourself from him because of
that?

BW: Yeah, I did at the time because I didn't want to be associated with that stigma of it. But
the men rolled in and out of his life in our home town. We was well known so they took
advantage of it. I never was there, I mean, I was in the party mode, more than sex. I just
wanted to have a good time. In those days, if I had sex twice a year I was doing good.

BJ: Oh, so you weren't really having a lot of sex then.
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BW: Not until I started moving around.

BJ: Let's get into that. When did you first have a extensive dealings outside the state and
area? And living outside the state?
BW: I graduated in 1975, I moved to Cleveland in 1977, still the disco era. I worked for the

Ohio Lottery Commission, it was managed, operated by the mafia. I got involved with mafia
figurehead's children, associated heavily with mafia families, so at that point I didn't want
anyone knowing that I was gay either. They could have their suspicions but they could never
know ... One of my best friends - not a girl friend or anything - was an Italian girl that her
family was heavily involved. We went to her uncle's disco bar - whatever - and his
bodyguard would go out to start the car before we got in to make sure there wasn't a bomb
in it. The bar was driven by and machine gunned while I was living in Cleveland. It was
pretty exciting. I lived to paity and that was an excellent place to live at the time. If I wasn't
with the Italians I was with the Irish and of course they are well known for their drinking

abilities. So, I became an alcoholic when I moved to Cleveland if I wasn't already.
BJ: So you weren't going to gay bars or anything during this time? ...
BW: I went to a gay bar there twice. Didn't like it. ..

BJ: Why didn't you like it?
BW: It was ... their club, the one that I knew about was more like a hometown bar, I mean

people just sat at bar stools and drank and had their little groups that they talked to. It wasn't
like a disco situation --everybody wants to know you, eve1ybody wants to dance. Even in the
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BW: straight bar I danced with man as I did with women. I mean everyone was on the dance
floor; I'd be sta1iing out with a woman but I would switch over to some guy that was next
to me.

BJ: This is accepted in a straight bar?
BW: Right, I mean you were just partying and having fun, that kinda thing. Sex was more
or less open, but it wasn't as open as the sixties. If anybody knew about that era that were
more or less open minded about homosexuality.

BJ: So you say tat dming this period you became an alcoholic? Did you consciously know
that when you staiied?

BW: Not until I went to lunch one day when I was working for the lottery and my supervisor
called because it was three o'clock in the aftemoon and I said I can't. .. .I'm in not shape to
walk through the door. He said come in anyway and punch out so you can be seen, just try
to pull it together. So I did and that didn't slow me down. The next day we were out at lunch
we just made it an hour's time and made the best of it.

BJ: When you would have conversations with people and they would invariably ask where
you are from? They would mark your accent or whatever...how was that received when you
told them you were from West Virginia?

BW: They pictured log cabins, di1i floors, out houses and I played right along with them.
BJ: You did, in what way?
BW: I'd say yeah, we didn't get the hard wood floors until such-and-such a year and we got
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BW: in-door p]umbing at such-and-such a time, just play right along with them.
BJ: Why did you take that tactic?
BW: It just popped out of my mouth. I mean I didn't put any thought into it. That was my

reaction that if that is what you believe I will play right along with you. At the time, my drink
of choice was Wild Turkey. Well, in Cleveland they had never heard of it. And bars started
carrying it because of me, ordering it. And they made fun of that: what is it made in West
Virginia? Is it moonshine? What? I'd say no, it is one of the most expensive that you can
buy. That would shout them up and they'd say that they never heard of it. Well, because it's
so expensive that you cheap bastards couldn't afford to drink it.
BJ: How did that make you feel inside when people would have this reaction about your

home place, and your inevitably your family, that's you? ...
BW: Well at that point if you are talking about Cleveland, my uncle is the reason I went to

Cleveland. He was President of the AFL-CIO, Director of the United Torch, United Way,
President of eye care centers. He was getting seven paychecks a month. Everybody in
Cleveland knew him if they knew anything about politics, read the newspaper, whatever ...
BJ: Is he from West Virginia also?
BW: He grew up here. He's my Father's brother. And that would another comeback to

anyone saying "you dumb hillbilly" is well, my uncle is one of those dumb hillbillies that
came up here and now has taken over the town basically. That would shut 'em up.

BJ: Did you ever have a conversation with each other about how people would make these
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BJ: remarks about where you are from?
BW: You mean my uncle?
BJ: Yeah, you and your uncle ...
BW: Of course, I mean he laughed about it. ..
BJ: Did he take the same stance that since he'd achieved so well that's proof enough ...
BW: He's a self-made man and he was proud of that.
BJ: Did he ever come back to his home? ...
BW: No ...
BJ: Why do you think that was? ...
BW: He didn't want to look back. ..
BJ: Yet he was proud ...of himself. ..
BW: He was proud of MAKING something of himself. He wasn't necessarily proud of being

from West Virginia.
BJ: So he saw it as an opposite. By making something of himself, he removed himself from

West Virginia. How do you feel about that?
BW: He was anogant, to be polite. He didn't appreciate his heritage; he didn't have good

relationship with his mother and father from the time he left home. I mean, he was home
several times a year but it's only a few hours away too. He married a girl from West Virginia
and she is basically the same way. She would never live here again and they don't live in
Cleveland any longer; they've lived several other places but never considered moving back
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BW: to West Virginia.
BJ: Did you feel the same way he did at that period of your life?
BW: I wanted out but I enjoy my heritage. I come from a divers background and I heard one

time that the difference between no11herners and southerners is northerners hide their
mentally impaired family members, but in the south we get them out and parade them
around. Well, I have relatives that we parade around. I am not embanassed to say that I have
some loons in my family background. I think it is interesting ..
BJ: So that is an element of that heritage that you are talking about?
BW: Right.
BJ: What other ... what other elements of this heritage come to mind?
BW: Close-knit family, something that I enjoyed growing up with. My grandmother's home

was the gathering place every Sunday after church. Whether you ate before you came or she
had invited you to eat, it was a gathering place. I mean, we would have almost thirty people
every Sunday to come by, basically for people to pay their respects to their grandmother and
mother. I don't know if you have ever seen the movie "Soul Food" it reminds me so much
of my family, the only difference is that they're black and we're white. It all revolved around
the grandmother/mother's home. When she was not longer there is when the problems
started. That's the way I see the world today is we've gotten away from the family unit,
close-knitness and that's caused a lot of problems today. I'm proud to be a West Virginian.
BJ: O.K. After leaving Cleveland where did you go to?
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BW: Back here .. .
BJ: Back here ... and for how long? ....
BW: I didn't move to Florida until 1980. I was in Cleveland until '78 and came back for two
years and went to Florida.

BJ: What were you doing here for those two years?
B\V: Working at a country club that my family belonged to .. ..
BJ: In the Fayetteville, Oak Hill area?
BW: Right.
BJ: Were you dating anybody, seeing anybody at that time?
BW: There was a guy that I was interested in. The way .. .I couldn't get him to - I mean we
drank together and had fun together - but I couldn't get him sexually aroused or whatever.
So I kind of did revenge on him. I started dating his wife [laughing].

BJ: How' d that tum out?
BW: One time I had to hide under the bed for about an hour.
BJ: You were in a sexual relationship with the wife?
BW: Right. I don't know why I did it. She was a ve1y attractive girl. If I was interested in
a woman, she'd definitely be the type that I was interested in. I only had two relationships
with women, both of them were blonde and petite. For woman, that is what attracted me.

BJ: Do you consider yourself bi-sexual?
BW: No. At the time I wanted to be. You know I thought I could handle both. It never felt
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BW: right being with a woman.
BJ: Why'd you want to be bi-sexual?
BW: Because at least you'd be somewhat accepted. If you were totally gay, you'd be totally
frowned upon.

BJ: So you were here for two years and you had that episode and you moved to Florida you
said?
BW : Right. Well, of you want to go into another story. During this time of seeing this second
girl, after this married woman, I started seeing another girl and I lived with her for 10
months. We lived together on a farm. We took care of a fann that had to be vacated by
grandchildren until the children settled the estate and I took care of the house for ten months
while they were nying to settle the estate. There were quite a few things that happened to me
in those days. But I eventually broke up with the girl; I was no longer needed to take care of
the farm. It's time to go. So I went to Florida.

BJ: Did you want to talk about any of those things that happened?
BW: Like?
BJ: You said that several things happened ....
BW: Well, the girl that was .... her grandfather owned the farm. Her was divorced and soon
after the children were born she moved back to the farm. Grandfather dies, grandmother was
put in a nursing home and finally died. The mother was left with an almost two hundred-acre

farm. She was like a tomboy type of person but she became a bitter drnnk. We found BW:
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booze bottles stuck everyvvhere, stuck in drawers, anywhere there was a space to hide one
she stuck it. And she drank herself to death. So I had to deal with my friend during the time
that her mother was found dead in the house ..... because she didn't see her.. .. [side one of tape
ends here]

Side Two:
BJ: Um, did you want to continue with that or did you move on to another topic? ....

BW: Let's move on. TI1ere was only one sexual encounter during that time if that was what
we were striving to get to .... [laughing]
BJ: So you moved to Florida .... what was your rationale for moving there?
BW: We'd vacationed there since I was a young child and I liked it. I liked being by the

water. I liked the waim weather. I grew up eve1y summer [my mother didn't work] we went
to the pool from the tin1e it opened to the time it closed eve1y day basically. At least six days
a week, so I was always in the water. So Fl01ida seemed to be the place to be. A cousin lived
there and offered me a job.
BJ: And what area of Florida was this again?

BW: It was southern Florida, F01t Pierce, St Lucie County, right above West Palm Beach.
BJ: So what did you do when you first moved there?
BW: I worked for 911 communications for the county and the city and actually for two cities

and the county.
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BJ: Were you still drinking pretty heavily at that point?
BW: Most definitely. Partied with the police officers. Smoked pot and drinking.
BJ: Did you resume going to bars and meeting other gay people or? ....
BW: Yes, there was a gay bar in the town and the police officers knew my car and knew it

sitting in the parking lot at the gay bar. So it became obvious to everyone that I was
associating with that I gay. It was accepted though. I mean, the officers, the females,
whatever.
BJ: Is this what you were refening to earlier as the beach culture?
BW: No, that was a totally different ..... in F01t Pierce, there is an island, which is called

Hutchinson Island and you are separated from the main land by the inter-coastal way, which
is Indian River. And then there is Hutchinson Island; you have to cross over a bridge to get
to it. There, if you lived there you were cool. Eventually I moved there when I got my job
and could afford my own place and that is where I went to live is on the beach. Had a room
mate, which was straight.
BJ: Did he know that you were gay?
BW: Before I moved out he did.
BJ: Was that a problem?
BW: No ... .I mean, he didn't like it. I didn't bring anybody home, but maybe twice. And my

sister came to Florida and she was pregnant and she was not maITied at the time, she'd been
married and divorced. So I had to see to an abo1tion and she couldn't... she had a child at the
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BW: time from her first ma1Tiage ... so she couldn't travel. She came down with one of my
:friends, which she had to stay and he went back. He didn't know why she was staying, but
to get her back home I had to bring her on a bus back home. So I went back to Florida after
that and moved out from that guy and moved back in with my cousin for a while and that
didn't work. Moved in with a girl that I worked with, not as a relationship just as a friend
letting me stay they kinda thing, paying rent.
BJ: Is this still in Florida?

BW: Right. That didn't work out too well because I couldn't have any type of relationship
unless I just went out, that was it, unless I got invited to THEIR house. I couldn't bring
anybody home. That's always been a problem. I like having my own place if I am going to
have sexual encounters. I feel safer being at my own situation ...

BJ: Were you having sex at any other locations at that time?
BW: The one where I had the straight guy room mate, yeah. But I mean most of that was at
the bar, in the parking lot, on the beach. I associated with some Catholic High School
teachers, had a relationship with one of them. At that point, I still wasn't active, looking for

a man.
BJ: We'll get into that deeper a little later. So you see that as a definite point where you
were ready to settle down and were looking a more pe1manent sort of thing. Did that happen
at some point?

BW: No, just being promiscuous or whatever. I mea, I was ready to bust loose kinda thing
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but BW: but was afraid to do it. I eventually moved back to West Virginia and that was when
I started to doing eve1yone that I went to high school with, many years later.
BJ: O.K.
BW: Of course, in West Virginia, many people don't leave home they get a job that their
father had or whatever and they stayed in the neighborhood. So everybody that I went to high
school with was single like I was, everybody was still partying. It was easy to get men. I was
a bar tender.
BJ: At a gay bar or?
BW: Straight, in Fayetteville. And many a night I'd close the place with somebody waiting
onme.
BJ: Were all these men gay or experimenting?
BW: Straight. If you want to call them straight, if they enjoy being with a man I don't know
what you actually call them.
BJ: Again, the same question .. .I think you answered this earlier actually. Were you
ostracized later one after theses occun-ences that you had with these people?
BW: No, everybody liked the way I poured a drink, didn't care what I was doing behind
closed doors.
BJ: I mean with the people that you were sleeping with .. .
BW: Oh no, they had to come to the bar every night so .. .
BJ: There never was any tension ... ?
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BW: Tension yes, but I was never ostTacized.
BJ: So this went on for how long?
BW: I've moved back home numerous times. Not until recently has it become a problem for

me to be around the people that I used to be ...
BJ: Because of them or because of you?
BW: Because of them for prutial. But I don't drink any longer; they still do. I don't like them

as well as I used t. When I was diinking they could say anything to that they wanted to and
it'd rnn off like a duck's back. I don't have to listen to it now. I don't have to crack jokes
back at 'em. Just don't feel the need. So I have separated myself from them. If I were to go
to Fayetteville and go to the bar tonight, everybody'd say hey how are you doing, that kinda
thing, but they'd be back to their own business shortly.
BJ: So you have been back here in West Virginia numerous times. What is the thing that

brings you back here?
BW: It's home. I mean the whole situation: my grandmother, my mother, my father, when

he was still alive. I felt obligated ....
BJ: Obligated?
B\V: To do things for my family, because they had done so much for me.
BJ: So it was more a feeling of obligation to your family than ...
BW: Well, I think it is just a paii of life. I don't really see it as an obligation the way you

are looking at it. I don't know how else to describe it other than that. But, you take care of
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BW: your own. I grew up believing that and I still do, even though my family had shrunk.
I still believe in staying in touch and helping them any way that I can.

BJ: So, conversely, why did you keep leaving?
BW: Because I wanted a relationship with a man and I didn't ever see that happening here ...
BJ: Why?
BW: TI1e only gay people that I knew were always single. They never had a lover. I always
wanted a particular person; I didn't want fifty million men. I mean, I have had my share of
them, but it has always been in search of that pe1fect one. Looks have little to do with it; it
is mainly personality and how they are in bed.

BJ: What about love?
BW: That's not come into it until here recently. In the last three years ...
BJ: So there were intem1ittent times when you were coming back from Florida. Were you
going back and forth between Florida and here or other places?

BW: I lived in F101ida three times within a ten year period. I tried Providence, Rhode Island
for a summer. I liked P-Town, Boston, but I really care for Providence. But I really couldn't
afford to live there. Things were more expensive there, so I came back. Basically, I've had
two jobs in the Fayetteville area twice, working for these people twice. Not just once, I'd quit
and moved away. Come back, gone back to work for them. I had a reputation for being a
good bartender, a good people person. So I could get hired immediately. They'd know I was
town they'd ask me; I didn't ask for jobs. So that's always a drawing card. If you don't like
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BW: what you are doing where you are at, you can always go back home and have a job

tomorrow. Until that stopped being what I wanted to do ...
BJ: All these places: Boston, P-Town, Florida and elsewhere, was the reaction to you being

from West Virginia the same or was it different in different places?
BW: Basically the same. They expected you to be barefoot, dirt floors ...

BJ: Do you think they were serious?
BW: That was the image that most people had. If it has changed it has only changed in the

last ten years. IF it has changed. You're still going to get those wise cracks, I don't care
where you go about West Virginia. I have been with diverse groups, with highly educated
people even that don't know a thing about West Virginia.
BJ: Do you ever feel that you were ever discriminated against because you were a West

Virginia either in the gay community, in a job setting, or in a friendship setting?
BW: No ...I wouldn't be around people like that ...

BJ: Do you feel that you held yourself back because you felt. .. what's the word?
BW: If anything I felt that I had to prove myself...

BJ: Oh o.k. In what ways would you do that?
BW: By doing the best job that I could do, dressing the best I could, having a nice car, all

the things they don't expect a West Virginia to have or do.
BJ: Would being gay be pa1t of that, overcompensating, or mostly was it because of the

West Virginia thing?
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BW: I don't understand the question.
BJ: Some gay people have stated before that they feel that they have to overcompensate in
their work or so forth in their work to prove themselves ....

BW: No, I am me .. .I mean you either like me or you don't. I'm not going to go up and pinch
a man on the ass. That's not me. If I'm selling you something, I'm not going to ask you for
your phone number. I'm not that type of person. I know that there are a lot of gay people out
there like that. But that's never been the case with me. The way I look at it is it's behind
closed doors kinda thing. You take care of business on your own time. So I've never
approached a co-worker or a customer or anything like that.. ...
BJ: So when did you realize that you had a serious drinking problem and that you had to do
something about it?

BW: I realized it in 1977, but I didn't want to do anything about it until 1994. Well, before
that I stopped drinking for four months. That was probably around ..... [pause] maybe in 1990.
Stopped for six months or so; moved to New Orleans and the whole city is drunk there so
I worked for two weeks and was going to the bars eve1y night and decided that I didn't want
to work; I wanted to party. So I worked there for two weeks and stayed there for two months
and had to get out of there. Because I was back in the same track as I was earlier. I'd say
from '88, somewhere around there .... in '88 I lived in D.C., I wasn't drinking much. I'd have
a glass of wine or half a gallon of wine a couple of nights. I wasn't drinking heavily until I
moved to New Orleans. It all sta1ted over again and I moved back to West Virginia. Staited
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BW: hanging at the bars and statted drinking. A lot of no memories of things that happened.

Black outs if you will. So I moved to Flotida with no vehicle. I was riding a bike, so I figured
that if I wasn't going to drive it wasn't so bad to be drunk then. [Laughing] wrecked on a
bicycle one time from drunk. Broke a collar bone. Started slowing down then; I mean it was
a battle for ten years until I said this is enough ....
BJ: What was the thing that caused, was there an event?
BW: A DUI, the third one.
BJ: Where were you at, at this point?

BW: Fmt Pierce, Florida
BJ: So you can't drive at this point.
BW: I could drive to work, from work, grocery store, church.... so basically I could do

anything I wanted to do ....just don't get caught coming out of a bar. But after I had to go to
jail, the judge imposed AA meetings, he imposed a state statute that I had to go through some
much counseling on top of AA. In all, the people that I was in class with said they were
spending around $10,000; it cost me $3,000 and that was enough to jolt me then to say this
is stupid.
BJ: Did you also have any addictions to other dmgs at that point?

B\V: I've never felt addicted to marijuana. I don't believe you can be, maybe you could be
addicted to the FEELING ...
BJ: But you said that you'd done cocaine at some point too.
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BW: Right. I've done crack. I've never seen what that was all about. Cocaine .. .I was the

Quaalude person, I was not the speed person. "Give me a biscuit", that's that we used to call

it, for a large pill. I could take those and a fifth of liquor and some joints and I'd be dancing
all night long. Closed one bar and let's find another.
BJ: Looking back over that lifestyle, what do you think .... what made you do all that?
BW: I'll not lie; it was fun. I was having a blast. To me that was what you were here for, to

have a good time. My family basically did what they wanted when they wanted to and that
was what I watched growing up. I was never told you need to stop; it was left up to me
basically until it was really late, that they'd had enough themselves with my drinking
problems.
BJ: Do you wish they'd stepped in earlier?
BW: I don't think it would have done any good. It had to be my decision. It has to be

anybody's decision. You can't be forced into it. I don't believe in that intervention. I don't
think that works. It's not their decision. It's only going to be a temporary fix. But, speaking
of West Virginia though there is that mentality "there is nothing wrong with drinking". We
work hard we chink hard. They grew up hearing their family members doing the same thing
and that's what they did.
BJ: So it's different from other areas?
BW: I don't know, that's .. .I only have this to relate it to. As far as Florida, it is the same

thing, especially with the Beach Crowd, that is part of the Beach Crowd, is the drinking, the
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BW: drugs ... that is the lifestyle. Live fast and hard ..
BJ: Do you miss that lifestyle?
BW: I don't feel I have the energy to live it any longer. I mean I had my fun While I could ....
BJ: So you don't see it as wasted time?
BW: No, very much a learning experience.
BJ: What are some of the things that you learned?
BW: What alcohol can do to you, what dtugs can do to you, what a waste it can be for your
life. Anybody that's anybody may have had a drinking problem but they have co1rected it
if they are still successful. So I mean once you get that in mind we've got to get there
yourself sometime yourself.

BJ: So how long have you been in recovery?
BW: Since 1994.
BJ: Do you still go to AA meetings?
BW: No, I see that .... the people that go there to me that's a crutch for them. They're
anticipating drinking, where I try not to think about it. If I have a desire for a drink and it is
usually after I have worked hard, I want that satisfaction. I just find some other satisfaction:
chocolate, whatever it takes to get me over it. I don't see talking to somebody getting me over
it, standing up and saying my name is Brad and I'm an alcoholic. That's, to me, rehashing
it all over again, spilling your guts about what you used to do, what you want to d, and I
don't see it as being useful. The thing that I got out of AA is believing in a Higher Being and
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BW: "Take One Day at a Time". And one of things that tell you is to take what you want and

leave the rest behind. That's what I did; I took them literally.

BJ: Over the course of this recove1y, you've developed an enhanced spirituality as a result
of this?
BW: I fought it for a while, yeah, but most definitely, but it's brought me back. I grew up

in a church and I am back in a church again.

BJ: And how does being gay fit in with you being part of the church?
BW: I do have a problem with it right now. It's like the milita1y: don't talk about it. The

preacher knows and I am sure the assistant pastor knows because the preacher knows. I
mean, I discussed it with the preacher and I discussed my feelings on the matter. But I don't
think I'd ever fit in. I'd never become a member; I attend, but I'd never be a member. And
I refuse to do that at this point.

BJ: How does that make you feel?
BW: It'd be the same in any church I feel. I mean ...

BJ: Do you feel that's unfair?
BW: No, I think it's antiquated if anything. Like I say, the way I believe is the reason the

Bible said what it said is that they were trying to populate the earth and if men slept with
men all the time, they'd be no people being born. That's why it was despicable in my Bible,
detestable.

BJ: How did your Pastor handle it when you told him?
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BW: Quiet. Because what I was telling him was that I was in relationship for the past three

years., two and a half years with a fo1mer member of his church. So it was almost like
you've told me too much is the way I walked out of there. I could have left all that out and
just told him that I was gay and that I was dealing with it differently than he would deal with
it and left it alone. But I had to let him know where I had come from, how I was feeling, and

I didn't get any answers. He was a listener and that was it.
BJ: And you still go to that church?
BW: Right.
BJ: What words of wisdom would you have for a young gay man growing up in West

Virginia today?
BW: Watch your step ....
B T: What do you mean by that?

BW: If you're openly homosexual, you're apt to get your ass beat, still today.

BJ: In all parts of West Virginia or certain parts?
BW: All parts.
BJ: Even in Charleston too?
BW: You tell me you wouldn't get your ass kicked if you went in bar in on the West Side

and approached a man. You'd more than likely get you ass kicked.
BJ: Don't you think that'd be the same situation almost everywhere you went?
BW: Well, you didn't ask that. You just said in West Virginia and that's where we're at. ..
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BW: [laughing].

BJ: Do you think things have changed, gotten easier for gay men, a gay man living in West

Virginia? Has it gotten easier, are there more opportunities?
BW: It's more openly known, whether it's more accepted or not is another question. I don't

think it was ever accepted than it ever was. I think it's just openly talked about by straight
people. Eve1ybody, even in West Virginia knows a gay person. At least one, and they usually
like them. They don't approve of their lifestyle or whatever but they like them. What more
can you ask for? If you are well liked, well received ... yeah, of course, you are going to be
talked about. .. well you could be talked about whether you are gay or straight. ... you dress
funny, you look funny . .it just goes down the line until you ACT funny. You ARE funny
[laughing].
BJ: But do you see younger gay men, this new generation, crop of gay men. How do you

compare them to the gay men that you grew up with?
BW: I don't see much difference. Because I have never hung out at the gay bars; I went there

for excitement. Most gay people think that is being gay, associating in a bar situation with
other gay men, one of the only ways to live. I'd never had seen that. I mean, a bar was my
life, but a gay bar has never been a part of my life. I don't care for the gossiping, like a bunch
of hens. They are cliquish. A lot of reasons why I haven't enjoyed the gay/gay bar scene.
Of course, you have basically the same thing in a straight bar situation. You have your
cliques and variety of people. I go for diverse people. I like interesting people. One night I
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BW: might be with the Governor's assistant, or a senator, the next night I am with Black
people in a black club. I've always been that way. In Florida I was with Colombians, people
from the countty of Columbia. I found them very interesting. Portuguese, Italian, Irish; I
enjoy a mixed crowd of backgrounds, education. I can be right at home with an illiterate
person and I can be right at home with an educated person. As far as the young crowd, I
don't see much difference. They might be a little smarter because of AIDS, hopefully. We
were into sex AT the bar, dancing nude, depending on the bar.

BJ: How do you think AIDS has impacted areas like Charleston? Has you experience been
that people are being more careful because of AIDS, are they more aware?

BW: No, I think they are still as stupid as if they didn't know about it. The problem, again,
I have with the gay community is "do as many as you can" shows how popular you are. And
I've always had a problem with that. I thought I had to get as many as I could to show that
I was as well received as the next person. Now, of course, I see things differently and part
of that is an awareness. Other reasons is that I am getting older, slowing down too.

BJ: How do gay men meet each other outside the bar?
BW: The only other place to meet is at a park. Or at an adult book store.
BJ: And this is not for conversation? ....
BW: This is for sex, purely sex. You don't even get the name half the time.
BJ: Is that quite prevalent here in Charleston?
BW: Yes, as well as it is in any other city in the United States.
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BJ: How do you think that finds a niche here, do ce1iain people tum their backs to let this

happen?
BW: Even the Police Depaitment knows about it.
BJ: Are there bribes?
BW: No, because they don't want to -especially - in a park situation a senator or a House of

Delegates representative, or something like that with their pants down. They don't want to
deal with that so they stay away from it. They know where it happens and let it go on. But
I found that to be tiue anywhere. Providence, Rhode Island, there was a park there. Police
never stopped anybody, searched anybody. They may have drived by but that was it.
BJ: Do you think it's wrong to do that s011 of thing?
BW: No, if there is a chance of meeting somebody. You've only got three places to meet so

I use them myself. I'd rather go to a park situation than to a bar.
BJ: Really, why?
BW: Because at a bar eve1ybody knows who you leave with. At a park, there are only a few

people watching or seeing what's going on.
BJ: Are these different circles of people going to the bars and book stores?
BW: Yes, mainly. A lot of them at the park and the book store are married men.
BJ: Well, we are about out of time, but before we wrap up was there anything else that you

specifially wanted to talk about?
BW: Well, I think you wanted to hear more gay issues, but I've never been involved in the
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BW: gay community that much. Hope it's not disappointing to you. It's never been a big part
of my life to be around a lot of gay people. I think it should stay behind closed doors to this
day. To me, being gay is not a lifestyle it's sexual preference. If anything's remembered
that's what I want to be remembered saying.

BJ: Anything else?
BW: I think that's it...
BJ: Thank you ....

Interview te1minated at approximatley 10:30 p.m.
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